Instructions for use- Harmony Generator and Tensor Field Generators
There are innate abilities that your particular Generator has, but may customize yours through
“programming” the sphere. This is done by holding it in your hands while speaking into it your intentions.
By your intentions and the sound of your voice and your touch you can program your
sphere as a tool in your life. It is an amplifier of energy. A protector. A provider.
You can be all-encompassing when requesting protection from unseen energies, verses
naming each one (i.e. geopathic stress lines, cell phone radiation, etc.).
We have seen marked results in programming the Spheres for only beneficial weather to
enter the sphere of influence. And, it is interesting to feel an energetic difference when an
object is placed inside- such as a crystal. The sphere clears and transmits the energy signature of the objects.
Have fun with it!!!!
Some of the Generators are collapsible to wear as Energy Cufflings, amplifying the energy you run.
Keep one around your water container, as the Generator transmits programs into the water!
The collapsible Generators may come out of round, be assured that even a semi-spherical Generator is fully
functional, with a field of influence of 7-12 miles, depending on your model. When fully collapsed, they
create more of a column of Light, while rounded, a sunshine effect.
You can bring your collapsible sphere back into round, by gently bending each circular ring into form
again. These are sturdy units, and you will not harm them in the process 
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